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This Unlock It! was created 
in collaboration with the  
College of Biological Sciences.

Unlock It! is a fun 
adventure challenge for 
all ages. Using your feet, 
problem-solving ability and 
teamwork, follow the clues 
to reveal a set of letters. 
Once you have all the 
letters, unscramble them 
to form the keyword that 
solves this Unlock It!

Hint: During your studies on 
this campus, you will come to 
appreciate the importance of…

2017 Buford Ave.

University of 
Minnesota  
St. Paul Campus
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Find the answers to the clues below. The letters in boxes will be used to solve your Unlock It! adventure.
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As you walk the campus, how many different varieties of trees do you observe? Use the tick marks above to cross out one set 
each time you count five unique kinds of trees. Then circle your answer below and use the underlined letter from that answer.

Walking south on Eckles Ave., note that three buildings share the same architecture including the 
shape of the brick window frames on the second floor which are …

Take a photo of yourself with the magnificent bronze bulls. This public art was designed to 
represent the department of animal sciences’ purpose, as well as this campus’s overall focus on …

Walking north across the park known as “the Lawn”, take in the natural beauty of this urban campus (remember clue 1). 
What letter is emblazoned into the landscape on the north side of Buford Ave? Spell out the number that letter is in the alphabet.

In front of the gymnasium building is an amphitheater that was created by the artist with free-form steps to represent much of what 
athletic games and exercise are about. Find the stone placard (at right) imbedded in the steps to reveal the name of this sculpture.

What animals are depicted in ‘The Encounter’, an impressive life-sized sculpture at the Bell Museum? 
BONUS: Carry down two highlighted letters from your answers.

This giant sculpture at right is made up of how many panels of green glass? Spell your answer:

The sculpture at right is found outside the Cargill Building for the study of… 
BONUS: Carry down two highlighted letters from your answer.

The cactus garden found outside the CBS Conservatory and Botanical Collection is made 
up of cacti native to what state?

Keep counting trees as you make your way along Fowell Ave. to the learning garden for horticultural science. There, determine 
whether the following is true or false. To create a successful pollinator garden, choose plants that flower early in the growing season. 
Circle your answer and use the key letter.
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Congratulations! 
Use the QR 
code to submit 
the keyword 
for a chance to 
win fun prizes. 
Or visit the 
website below.

ymcanorth.org/unlock-it-keyword
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Carry down the letters from the clues above into the placeholder shown for each clue #. 

Now complete your Unlock It! adventure by unscrambling the letters into your keyword.
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